
BEFORE

Check any applicable laws and read Twitter’s contest guidelines. Make sure entrants know 
creating multiple accounts to enter, spamming with duplicate Tweets, and using irrelevant 
hashtags will lead to disqualification from your Twitter contest.

Running a contest on Twitter is serious business. For a successful contest that leaves everyone 
feeling satisfied and pleased to have taken part, there are a number of things you need to bear in 
mind before, during, and after your Twitter contest. 

Have a comprehensive set of terms and conditions, and make sure that contest entrants can 
access them easily. Post the link to them frequently to ensure everybody has read them! 

DURING

Ask your entrants to @ you, or to Tweet a dedicated contest 
#hashtag and use a Twitter analytics tool, such as SocialBro, to make 
sure you don’t miss a single Tweet!

Have a clear entry deadline and be sure to remind entrants frequently to make sure you don’t 
disappoint anybody. If you plan to extend the deadline, also make sure people know about that too!

Monitor your Twitter contest and track KPIs as your contest runs. A powerful Twitter analytics 
tool will be able to give you more information about how many people are engaging, who these 
people and their interests, where they are Tweeting from, and so much more. 

Create a unique Twitter contest hashtag for your participants to use. Remind them to use the 
hashtag in their entries, otherwise it may not be counted.

The Essential Twitter Contest Guidelines

AFTER

If there are any rules or restrictions regarding your prize, ensure you’ve included this information in 
your terms and conditions, as well as informing entrants.

Ensure there is a fair process in place for choosing a winner and publicize it if necessary, such as a 
streamed live selection! Be prepared to show how the winner was chosen if necessary. 

Announce the winner(s) of your contest publicly on Twitter and any other social media channel you 
fancy. Contact the winner(s) immediately to organize the prize.

Ask your winner(s) to send you a picture of them with, and maybe even enjoying, their prize! 
You can use this for your own publicity purposes and share it on your social channels. 
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